QUARANTINE RUST
ISOLATE AND STOP RUST DURING YOUR SHUTDOWN

wHAT WE COVERED:
What is VCi?
vci best practices during a shutdown
stock & ready and how it can help you

VCI needs a ‘carrier’ which in this picture is Kraft paper. Then you
coat the paper with VCI and the result is ARMOR wrap. A paper
that can protect your clients metal parts.

In this picture we have swapped out paper and are using poly
that was extruded with VCI. The carrier now is poly. Add that
with VCI and now you have a poly bag that is protecting against
rust.

When you place your metal part in the ARMOR Poly Film Bag,
think of those little VCI nanotechnology molecules being
volatile. Which just means they are coming out of the carrier and
are attracted to the metal that then create a protective barrier on
the metal part.

VCI is not a thick or messy barrier. This is nanotechnology!
ARMOR VCI is 4-6 Nanometers thick and a single sheet of paper is
100,000 NM!

Here is the break down using VCI in each area that we are going
to cover. During this time your parts are not leaving your plant,
hence the shutdown but that doesn’t mean in the future you
won’t want to take what you learned today and use VCI practices
for your company or your customers.

Think of your parts like apples in a bin. Through out this entire
presentation just remember that rust is like rot on an apple. One
rotten apple can ruin the entire bunch so if possible, we want to
clean those parts. We have Metal Rescue Rust Remover BATH
that can be used to clean rust, but this slide is to remind you to
clean as much grease, dirt, etc oﬀ those parts. If you have clean
parts or even if you don’t have time to do it, cover those parts
with VCI. We will be talking today about VCI to prevent any new
rust from forming. As a reminder, VCI will prevent new rust from
forming but will not remove rust so if you can and in the future
for storage, clean those parts.

Parts During A Shutdown
Liquids require proper titration. If you
are unsure about the metal part and the
titration or pH levels of your cleaning
solutions, USE VCI instead. Through out
this webinar you will hear me say
GOOD, BETTER, and BEST practice. Our
suggestion if you have it on hand, spray
those parts with Dry Coat Rust
Preventative or cover those parts with
VCI wrap or poly. While best practice
would be cleaning parts with the
properly titrated liquid, covering parts
with VCI wrap is better than doing
nothing.

Anytime you are working with Metal Parts, clean work areas,
avoid contaminates and temperature variances, keep those dock
doors closed and USE clean gloves.

Now that we have discussed the parts, lets talk about the
packaging materials your parts might be stored in. We are going
to talk about the careful use around wood crates, pallets,
dividers and corrugated or cardboard.

Wood crates and pallets are both acidic and moisture bearing
which means they can help cause rust on your parts. The same is
true for corrugated cardboard and dividers. Best practices –step
one is to make sure your VCI is next to your metal parts and NOT
on the outside of your pallets or cardboard boxes.

Your next step for best practice is to remember to close your VCI
bags if possible. Here are a few options. Cable tie, heat sealed,
staple, zipper, tape. In terms of good, better, best. If all you can
do is put a metal part in the bag then that is better than doing
nothing. Ideally if you can tape the bag completely closed, than
that is the best use of VCI.

Here is a great example of someone using VCI to it’s full
potential. Notice by his foot the VCI is next to the part and the
wood pallet is on the outside, he closed the top of the VCI with
what we call an H covering.

When it is time to ship, each of the items listed will matter.
Shipping time in transit, storage time, and shipping method. This
is where your ARMOR sales rep can come in and be a big asset to
you. While today we are just touching on shipping to a
destination, feel free to connect with your ARMOR sales rep
about best practices in regards to your speciic destinations.

Let’s see some of these best practices in real life examples! This
is rst picture you can see parts in a VCI bag. To give these parts
extra VCI protection, the customer has included VCI paper
disbursed between the parts. In ideal conditions you would want
at most about 12 inches between your VCI source and your parts.

Armor poly applications

These are rocking systems of door panels that are lined up like
nicely stacked domino's. In this application we used ARMOR
stretch wrap around the parts. This is something during
shutdown you could use to create an enclosed air space.
Remember in the beginning I mentioned needing a carrier for
VCI, the stretch lm is the carrier.

New we have engine blocks on a rack. You can see the bags are
tied at the top. Again,it is easy to remember that you want to
enclose that airspace.

Armor poly applications continued
Take a close look at this slide.
This is a great example of best
practice. The VCI is around the
trays but if you look even closer,
there is a layer of VCI paper in
between each tray. Again, the
idea is getting that VCI close to
the part hat it’s protecting, 12
inches away if possible.

Next upare cylinder tubes. Interesting fact about cylinders tubes
is due to the stretching and shaping of the metal that happens
when cylinders are produces, especially that exposure to grain
boundaries where corrosion or rust likes to take place. That
shape of metal has more of a propensity to ash rust than other
shapes.
In this picture they are using not only ARMOR Poly VCI, and
ARMOR Wrap sheets of paper, they have added desiccant. (white
packets) If you have parts that are wet, while not ideal, a
desiccant pack can adsorb moisture while the VCI protect it. Or
you can use a SMARTY PAK which is a combination of VCI and
descant.

Armor wrap applications

Here is an example of central part. He is wrapping it in ARMOR
Wrap. The idea behind this is the more VCI the better, if you can
wrap a part it’s better than doing nothing.

Again -Not ideal but better than nothing! Take a peak at that bin,
the rust on the bin means the customer probably thought that
bin was going to be short term storage, especially before that
part went to another process in the plant. Now while not ideal,
adding some ARMOR Wrap to the bin is better than doing
nothing.

While this is a lot of paper, this is a quick and easy x for metal in
process.

ARMOR Wrap also works well for in-process stoppage.
Sometimes while in-process, a poly bag would trap moisture
where as ARMOR Wrap would not. Also, Armor Wrap can be more
versatile for coverage so you don’t need to size and t a bag.
Here we see CNC machines in ARMOR Wrap. They used paper
because they didn’t want moisture trapped in a bag.

In addition to ARMOR Wrap and Poly, I have also touched on
Smarty Paks(which are a combination of VCI and desiccant). Lets
talk about best ways to use each one during a shut down.

Dry Coat –Dry Coat Rust Preventative spray dries to the touch. As
I mentioned earlier, this is great for any parts that were
in-process or that are going to sit idle. Also spray on nuts, bolts,
small bin parts, and machinery. No oily mess!

SMARTY PAK are ideal for parts that are already in cases or trays..
Also, as mentioned, if for some reason your part might still be
wet or moist, use the SMARTY PAK to get that one two punch of
VCI and desiccant protection.

Now that we have discussed what VCI is, VCI best practices
during a shutdown, let me tell you how our Stock & Ready
program can help you.

VCI comes in many diﬀerent forms, paper, poly, stretch, emitters,
and liquids. We have over 140 items on the ARMOR Stock &
Ready Program to help you ght against rust!

ARMOR makes it easy for you to sell our product. If you haven’t
heard of our Stock & Ready program, we have X's the inventory
of in stock and it’s ready to ship! We have no order minimums
and if you place an order by 1pm from the Stock & Ready
program, it will ship by the next business day.

We have also made the pricing incredibly easy to understand
and have included OEM container guides.
How to nd it on the website… Right on our home page (which
you will be sent the link after this webinar) there is a stock and
ready button…

I also invite you to explore our website and watch our corporate
video. It’ll give you even more background on who we are as a
company and the culture we strive for. I know I am a bias opinion
but the I think the ARMOR corporate video is one of the best
corporate videos I have watched to date!

I want to give you the faces of ARMOR so you can put a face with
a name of the rep who will be coming into help you. These sales
folks are your resources to help you sell VCI. They are
knowledgeable and technical resources that want you to
succeed. Connect with them!

If you have any customers that you know can use VCI, then we can
target together to grow your business. Please let us know if have any
questions. Thank you for taking the time to view our Webinar.

